Chappaqua Library Gallery Policy
1. The use of the gallery shall reflect the library’s role as an educational and cultural
institution, presenting a balanced program of exhibits in all suitable media that feature
both local artists and exhibits of merit from outside the community. All exhibits will be
free, open to the public and publicized.
2. Artists/exhibitors will provide a print or digital portfolio and the artist’s resume and
shall meet with the Gallery Curator. The Library Director and the Gallery Curator will
consider: artistic merit, degree of general public interest in the subject matter and
medium/media of an exhibit, importance of the exhibit in relation the community, degree
to which it has a broad appeal for diverse, intergenerational audiences including school
groups and families, and degree to which the exhibit will be consistent with the Library’s
mission statement and policies. The Library Director shall have final authority to
approve/disapprove an application for use of the gallery.
3. The scheduling of exhibitions of works of art and the selection and arrangement of
displays therein shall be the responsibility of the Gallery Curator in conjunction with the
Director or Assistant Director.
4. Applications must be submitted to the Gallery Curator in writing on the official
application form. Arrangements for approved shows will be handled by the Gallery
Curator.
5. The applicant is responsible for any and all damage or injury to the Library and
Library property, including damage to the walls incurred during installation or removal of
an exhibition. The applicant shall hold harmless the Library, its Board of Trustees,
officers, employees for any damage, loss, theft or destruction of any part of the exhibit,
whether in whole or part and shall sign a release and indemnification to the Library.
6. The Library’s insurance covers up to $10,000 for loss due to theft and/or damage to
each exhibit at the Library. The Library will not be responsible for any works, displays or
objects then on display and exhibitors beyond the extent of said insurance amount. The
Library is not responsible for monitoring or providing special security during exhibits.
7. The applicant must have the legal right to publicly display the artistic materials to be
used in the exhibit and shall hold the Library harmless against any claim that the display
violated the rights or interests of any person.
8. Any person may apply to use the gallery but within the limits of New York State laws
that specifically forbid the use of the facility by: (a) partisan political groups or partisan
political purposes; (b) religious groups for religious purposes; or (c) commercial
organizations for profit-making purposes.

9. Any works of art sold while on display in the library gallery are subject to a
commission of 20%. The Gallery Curator will determine the amount due to the library at
the end of each show.
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